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Keep your shaver in top condition
For all SmartClean systems

The cleaning cartridge for the SmartClean system helps you conveniently clean,

lubricate and refresh your shaver, to keep it performing at its very best

Convenient and easy to use

For all SmartClean systems

Effectively cleans your shaver after using foam and gel

6 months of convenient cleaning

For a fresh and hygienic shave

Cleans up to 10 times better than water.

Keeps your shaver smelling fresh and clean

Skin-friendly formula for a fresh and hygienic shave

Keeps your shaver performing at its best

Reduces friction and wear on blades.

Dual Filter system cleans hair, foam and gel



Cleaning cartridge JC303/52

Highlights

For all SmartClean systems

The cleaning cartridges are suitable for all

shavers with the SmartClean system.

Cleans foam and gel

The SmartClean system is the first system that

quickly and effectively cleans shavers that

were used with foam and gel.

6 months' supply

Since each cartridge lasts up to 2 months, this

3-pack will deliver 6 months of daily cleaning.

Active lubricant

The active lubricant reduces friction and wear

on blades, keeping your shaver in top shape.

More effective than water

The DualFiltration system cleans your shaver

up to 10 times better than water.

Dual Filter system

The Dual Filter system cleans hair, foam and

gel. The unique double filter prevents hair from

clogging your shaving heads, ensuring your

shaver always performs at its very best.

Fresh scent

The cartridge's skin-friendly liquid hygienically

cleans your shaver and keeps it smelling fresh

ever day.

Skin-friendly formula

The alcohol-free, skin-friendly formula is

designed to deliver a fresh and hygienic shave,

while protecting against skin irritation.

Philips Green Logo

Philips Green Products can reduce costs,

energy consumption and CO2 emissions. How?

They offer a significant environmental

improvement in one or more of the Philips

Green Focal Areas – Energy efficiency,

Packaging, Hazardous substances, Weight,

Recycling and disposal and Lifetime reliability.
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Specifications

Capacity

Cleaning Cartridge: 3 x 170 ml

Items included

Cleaning Cartridge: 3 pcs
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